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FAQ for High-Dose Thiamine Therapy now a downloadable .pdf file -- SAME CONTENT by Dr. Costantini but easier to read and use
[image: T-Writer profile image]T-Writer•
5 years ago•6 Replies

New on Dr. C's blogsiite -- a few days ago [highdosethiamine.org then click on FAQ] .
You can download a .pdf file of the whole FAQ (55 questions & answers, and some other stuff). This is the same content as the original one that is a Word file.  Previously big paragraphs say the same thing but are broken up into smaller paragraphs now -- not so overwhelming to read.
You can also scroll down the page to a list of the questions where you click on the question to jump to the answer.
Much less stressful to look for answers, and with .pdf file  can use all Adobe Reader functions (word search, etc.). 
Worth a look.
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[image: chartist profile image]chartist5 years ago

Here is a link to the HDT/ B-1 / Thiamine FAQ page from the HU forum listing 58 questions and answers and all answers are by Dr. Costantini. It might be worth bookmarking the page for future reference :

healthunlocked.com/parkinso...

Here is a link to almost everything you need to know about HDT/B-1 :

healthunlocked.com/parkinso...
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The FAQ at Dr. C's blogsite is the same as the one your link goes to -- looking at the HU copy, I see there are 3 additional questions at the end. But except for those, the .pdf has the same HDT info. My fix:  copy those last 3 questions out of the HU version and add them  to my copy of the .pdf.  Best of both.

Thank you for your attention to detail and dedication to accurate info! Your efforts are truly acts of service that benefit many (for example, me). [image: :-)]
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The list was compiled from about 39 questions that I originally asked  Dr. Costantini to answer. The remainder were questions that came up on the HU forum over a period of months and I forwarded them to Dr. Costantini as they came up and he was kind enough to answer in a timely manner in spite of his very busy schedule! I remember he often answered many of those questions at about three in the morning, Viterbo time!

Yes, I agree, the more places they can be accessed and viewed, the better as that will allow the maximum viewing potential for people who are interested in learning about or testing Dr. Costantini's HDT / B-1 protocol. It is also useful for people who are already using HDT / B-1, because it is easy to forget some of those FAQs as time goes by and is a useful reference for them.

On the" HDT / B-1 Primer Page" is a link to Dr. Costantini's website also, so all roads should eventually lead there.

I miss the contact that this forum used to have with Dr. C and I pray for the best possible recovery for Antonio, he truly deserves that and much more! He is a great man and an extreme example of what caring about others is all about! We could use many more people like him in this world!
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Art,  I completely agree with your words about Dr. C, a great man indeed. I wish I could have known him; I would love to see a talented biographer capture his story while he can help it be told properly. 

I completely respect his privacy, but also would like to know how he is doing,. I can only wish him the best recovery he would seek for one of his  own patients.
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And also, if your using your phone to view the FAQs its easier to use HU’s list...
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Thanks, T-Writer.
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You may also like...
Is high dose thiamine therapy effective for people not taking levodopa?
of the severe hallucinations it causes.

I was looking for alternatives to traditional treatment...
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Update 4/26/23: My experience with B1 Therapy, High Dose Thiamine—Alinamin F (TTFD) & Thiamine HCL
)

2.) My understanding of drooling is you don’t realize you need to swallow, overactive glands...
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How to Get a PDF List of All Your Posts (with links to the posts)!
through your posts, and when you get to the bottom of the page you click on \\"Show More Posts\\"...
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High dose B1 therapy using Duopa pump
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New website to share information about high dose thiamine(B1) therapy: www.B14PD.com
Website has been discontinued. Instead, I recommend you read Daphne Bryan’s book:  Parkinson's and...
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Content on HealthUnlocked does not replace the relationship between you and doctors or other healthcare professionals nor the advice you receive from them.
Never delay seeking advice or dialling emergency services because of something that you have read on HealthUnlocked.
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